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Rethinking the urban and rural divide in Latino labor, 
recreation, and activism in West Michigan, 1940s–1970s

Delia Fernández

Department of History, Michigan state University, East Lansing, Michigan, Usa

ABSTRACT
During the 1940s–1970s, Latino labor experiences could not be 
confined to either urban and industrial or rural and agricultural 
settings. Unlike large metropolises, Grand Rapids, Michigan is a mid-
sized, Midwest city wherein the urban center and industrial labor 
opportunities are located within thirty miles of agricultural areas. 
I argue that Latinos in West Michigan used both rural and urban 
areas for labor to meet their economic and social needs. Due to the 
gendered realities of labor from the 1940s to the 1970s, women played 
an instrumental role in planning and executing the movement of their 
families between spaces. In turn, this community’s activism was not 
limited to the boundaries of urban or rural space. This research shows 
how Latinos etched out an economic and social survival in places 
wherein they are not the majority or have a plethora of resources. As 
the Latino diaspora spreads into areas in the southern United States, 
we can look to how Latinos in Grand Rapids and the Midwest lived 
and worked to better understand the lived experiences of twenty-first 
century Latinos.

Introduction

As a Mexican American teenager in the early 1960s, Lila Paiz Garcia would sneak out of her 
house on the west side of Grand Rapids. For religious reasons, her parents would not let her 
hang out with friends outside of church activities, though that did not stop her. During the 
school year, Lila’s friend Esther Martinez would drive to her house and the two clandestinely 
went off to popular dances located near downtown Grand Rapids. Though this type of sub-
versive action would have been normal for a Mexican American young woman living in a 
city with plenty of entertainment options, Lila’s life differed from other young women her 
age living in Detroit or Chicago. Though she and her family had long settled in Grand Rapids 
since the late 1940s, every summer, instead of spending time with friends in the city, she, 
her mother, and two sisters packed clothes and a few household items to move into a one-
room shack in Grant, Michigan, a rural town outside of Grand Rapids. As the Paiz women left 
behind the excitement of urban life for routinized fieldwork, Sotero Paiz, her father, would 
stay behind and work at an aluminum factory in Grand Rapids. The women picked celery, 
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onions, cherries, and other crops to help earn money to sustain the family for the following 
year.1 Though Lila enjoyed the recreational options she had in Grand Rapids, the school 
system there was not prepared to meet her needs as an English language learner. At the 
same time, she also experienced firsthand the devastating poverty in rural Michigan during 
the summer. Lila’s life as a laborer, woman, and Mexican American was never firmly placed 
in either rural or urban settings. Instead she lived between and among these areas.

This article argues that Latinos, like Lila, used rural and urban spaces to meet their eco-
nomic and social needs as a demographic minority in a Midwest, mid-sized city. The labor 
market and the prevailing racial hierarchies forced Latinos, specifically Mexicans and Puerto 
Ricans in this time frame, to move between urban and rural areas for both work and leisure. 
While the city offered more job opportunities than their places of origin, the pay rates for 
their jobs in urban, industrial work did not allow many Latinos to occupy just one labor 
sector. Instead, as families and sometimes as individuals, they moved between fields and 
factories. The gendered separation of labor often positioned women as a part of an expend-
able work force. Thus, Latinas found ways to creatively address their expendability by plan-
ning and completing months of rural work for themselves and their families while still 
maintaining homes in urban centers. beyond work, Latinos found ways to maintain cultural 
identities and form networks through their use of both of these geospatial areas for their 
leisure practices. In the 1970s, even as some of the earlier migrants to the area maintained 
work and leisure in the city center only, the community at large and their grassroots organ-
ization utilized War on Poverty funds meant for inner city blight to address rural migrants’ 
plight – once again defying the contrived border between urban and rural space in the 
context of activism.

Grand Rapids was unique in comparison to large, urban cities in the North. Situated on 
the west side of the state, about 150 miles from both Chicago and Detroit, organized labor 
did not have a controlling stake in the city. Instead, in this city of about 150,000 at the time, 
local business elites dominated and subscribed to a motto of, as Todd Robinson, historian 
of the black Freedom struggle in Grand Rapids has aptly stated, ‘what’s good for business is 
good for Grand Rapids.’2 Indeed, this big business mantra worked well for many of the city’s 
European immigrants and their descendants. For the very small percentage of Latinos and 
African Americans in the city, 5% and 10%, respectively, however, these pro-business policies 
often came at their expense. The city upheld a defacto segregation that kept African 
Americans in the southeast side of the city, while Latinos often encountered similar housing 
restrictions. Though kept out of industrial jobs in the pre-World War II era, African Americans 
and Latinos entered industrial manufacturing via low paying jobs in the 1950s and 1960s. 
by the early 1970s, the city fell into urban crisis complete with deindustrialization, a public 
school system that failed Latinos and African Americans, white flight, and an urban 
uprising.3

Studying a city the size of Grand Rapids allows for a more intimate view of the ways that 
Latinos used space and worked in a way that might be harder to discern in a large metro-
politan area. As a mid-sized city, the 52nd largest city in the U.S., the short proximity between 
a furniture manufacturer, for example, and the farms surrounding Grand Rapids made regular 
travel between these areas feasible. Though Grand Rapids is not typically considered a rust-
belt city in the way that Detroit or Gary, Indiana are, the area contained several auxiliary 
industrial plants that supplied automotive producers with needed materials.4 The rural farm-
lands of West Michigan were not too far removed from these types of areas. Unlike Chicago, 
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where multiple suburbs line the city’s periphery, Grand Rapids’ small suburbs East Grand 
Rapids, Wyoming, or Kentwood, for example, quickly give way to rural areas. Agricultural 
towns like Lowell, Grant, zeeland, or Holland were situated within thirty to forty miles from 
Grand Rapids’ city center – a relatively short drive on two lane roads and highways. In the 
1940s, when Mexicans and Puerto Ricans arrived in larger numbers on the fields, these small 
rural towns offered workers labor opportunities in not only planting or harvesting crops, 
but some also offered processing and canneries nearby.5 With these opportunities, Latinos 
had prospects in both urban and rural areas in West Michigan. There are other sites in the 
country, and specifically in the Midwest, that this urban and rural dynamic occurs, but this 
article focuses on the working-class lives Latinos lived and their relationship to space and 
labor in one of these cities.6

Examining this population’s movements shifts the way that historians have understood 
and written about Latino laborers in the middle of the twentieth century. The literature on 
this subgroup usually recognizes two traditional frameworks for understanding labor. The 
first notion is based on the idea that Latinos have historically occupied the Southwest and 
the Northeast. The second major framework is based on the idea that Latinos worked in 
either agricultural or industrial work.7 These authors have intricately traced Latino labor 
migration to the U.S. and the various obstacles workers faced in either urban or rural settings 
throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Labor history has no doubt been at the 
center of the historical examination of Latino lived experiences and activism. This article 
seeks to intervene in both Latino and labor history in three ways. This article thus makes 
three interventions in the field by first locating Latinos in the Midwest. Secondly, it highlights 
the experiences of Latinos in a smaller city and lastly, it focuses on how their lived experiences 
as laborers did not fit into the urban–rural divide. Studies on Latino laborers in the Midwest 
have largely excluded the narratives of people who worked in varying sectors and have not 
revealed the day-to-day movements of Latino workers from the rural to urban areas.8

This article draws on various scholars of labor, gender, and space. I examine Grand Rapids’ 
Latinos using Matt Garcia’s scholarship and utilizing Edward Soja’s theoretical framework of 
geography and space. I question not only how Latinos moved in between spaces, but also 
how they impacted those areas.9 Similar to Mexican Americans in the San Gabriel-San 
bernardino Valley, Latinos in Grand Rapids constructed an alternate social geography that 
allowed them to earn money and shielded them from the discrimination they certainly would 
have faced in some of Grand Rapids’ recreational spaces. In examining the ways in which 
women facilitated this movement between rural and urban space, this work adds to the 
depth of research on women who have perpetually played an integral part in their family 
economies.10 Moreover, I seek to expand on Carey McWilliams conclusion that the Mexican 
colonias in California in the early 1920s and 1930s were in many cases ‘neither urban nor 
rural.’11 Instead, in shifting the geographic location of Latino labor to the Midwest, I contend 
that West Michigan, like other Midwest areas, is both urban and rural at the same time and 
their lived experiences lingered between and among these spaces.

Through the voices of Latino migrants to Grand Rapids and reading text sources against 
the grain, this article reveals how Latinos in West Michigan made a living in multiple indus-
tries and the ways this labor arrangement dictated other aspects of their lives.12 Jail records, 
marriage records, city directories, and governmental records from the United States, Puerto 
Rico, and Mexico, show patterns of migration, settlement, and labor. However, these records 
do not tell us how people rode in the back of pickup trucks to with their families and friends 
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to try to make a little extra money or how high school students did not look forward to 
summer break because it meant they worked 12- hour days in the fields. Instead, I turned 
to oral histories with Mexicans and Puerto Ricans who lived in Grand Rapids from the 1940s 
to the 1960s. Many of these participants were between 10 and 18 when they traveled back 
and forth from the city to the farms. These same oral histories describe baseball games and 
dances in rural and urban settings in West Michigan. I also examine the documents of the 
Latin American Council, a grassroots organization formed in the late 1960s, to elucidate the 
concerns over migrant workers and the lack of jobs in Grand Rapids for the area’s Spanish-
speaking.13 oral histories with activist also clearly convey their concerns for workers both in 
the fields and factories. The following sections trace Mexicans’ and Puerto Ricans’ labor migra-
tion; the role women played in their family economies; how Latinos met their social needs; 
and how they positioned their activism to address rural and urban issues.

Labor migration to Michigan

Mexicans arrived in West Michigan in the late 1920s via the railroads or the migrant circuit, 
much like those that went to other Midwest locations.14 For many, railroads not only provided 
employment, but also transportation to new labor markets. They joined Native Americans, 
Chinese, Japanese, European immigrants, and native whites in constructing the second 
industrial revolution’s infrastructure.15 With the escalation of anti-Chinese sentiment and 
eventually the 1882 Exclusion Act, however, it was Mexican workers who largely replaced 
the Chinese in the Pacific Northwest.16 The earliest traqueros, or track workers, a virtually all 
male workforce also contributed to the Southwest’s economic development. by 1920, 54,000 
Mexicans went north, many of them either to build the railroads, ride them, or both.17

Rail work and migrant farm work often shared the same geographical routes. Take for 
example Juanita and Luciano Cerda and their family. In 1923, they were in Mexico for their 
son Theodor’s birth, but by 1926, Juanita gave birth to son octavio in oklahoma. They arrived 
in Grand Rapids sometime in 1929, as illustrated by their daughter, Socorro’s, birth record.18 
Though this was a popular rail route – Mexico, Texas, oklahoma, and Michigan – it was also 
a common migrant farm working circuit. The fact that the Cerdas had all their children with 
them in these areas could very well indicate that they were farmworkers as families were 
the preferred form of migrant labor in comparison to rail work. However, it was also likely 
that while the patriarch worked on the rails, women and children toiled on fields.

The first Mexicans to settle in Michigan regularly combined farm, railroad, and industrial 
labor. Companies in small and mid-size cities around Michigan recruited Mexican workers 
to replace Europeans who moved out of the fields and into industrial jobs during WWI and 
the early 1920s.19 While many migrants returned to Texas in the winter, the ones who stayed 
behind ventured outside of farming towns to Michigan’s larger cities. For example, Pedro 
López, a Mexican migrated from San Antonio, Texas to Saginaw, Michigan for agricultural 
work in January of 1930. According to arrest records, by September of 1930, he had arrived 
in Grand Rapids.20 Urban areas lured migrants with higher paying jobs and sustained them 
during the off-seasons. According to historian Kathleen Mapes, ‘sugar companies hoped 
that Mexicans would tend to the crop as needed and return south of the border when no 
longer wanted,’ yet many of them did not.21 Detroit and Grand Rapids were about 100 miles 
away from most of the sugar beet fields and much closer than Texas.22 Saginaw’s Chevrolet 
Foundry also provided work for some Mexican Americans close to their agricultural 
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employment.23 Michigan was not unlike the rest of the Midwest in this case. In fact, employers 
in cities across the Midwest like Kansas City, St. Paul, Des Moines, and Chicago facilitated 
this process when they arranged transportation for urban Mexicans to work in rural areas.24 
Working in both sectors allowed these early pioneers with needed resources to stay north.

Grand Rapids before World War II did not have a plethora of options for Spanish-speaking 
people but still some came to the area. Unlike West Michigan, in much of the Midwest, various 
manufacturing industries attracted Mexican workers. In Chicago and Gary, Indiana, for 
instance, the steel industry employed thousands of Mexicans. Meatpacking plants also hired 
them en masse. Henry Ford utilized Mexican workers in his automobile dynasty in Detroit, 
as historian zaragosa Vargas describes in detail.25 For those that settled in Grand Rapids, a 
limited amount of low-skilled jobs awaited them. The furniture industry anchored the city 
since the mid-1800s and native whites dominated the high skilled jobs. by the early 1920s, 
some European immigrants also moved into those coveted positions. As historian Randall 
Jelks points out, these companies excluded African Americans from skilled employment.26 
If they did hire them, it was usually in unskilled positions as sweepers or janitors. These 
businesses also excluded Mexicans in the pre-WWII era.

During the Depression, many Mexican men in West Michigan stayed in their positions as 
agricultural workers, railroad laborers, and some took up service work. During this era, in 
other areas both urban and rural alike, Mexicans experienced repatriation. In Grand Rapids, 
however, Mexicans went largely unscathed. The small number of Mexicans in the area, com-
paratively, and the somewhat stable jobs in rail work and the service industry did not attract 
the attention of local welfare officials nor immigration authorities.27 Frank Arredondo, for 
example, who was originally from Texas, worked as a cook in a restaurant below his apartment 
after first working as a machinist, indicating that he may have lost his job during the 
Depression.28 before American Excelsior hired Daniel Vargas, a Mexican American man from 
Texas who later became an activist in Grand Rapids, he cleaned streets and shoveled snow 
in the cold winter months for less than fifty cents an hour.29 While this work was not high 
paying, it meant that he and his wife did not have to return to Texas.

by the mid-1940s, however, labor and demographic dynamics greatly changed. Though 
some of the first Mexican migrants referred to the city as a ‘small horse town’ in the 1930s, 
Grand Rapids became a burgeoning urban center with about 165,000 people.30 The local 
government doubled down on their commitment to business success at all costs during the 
country’s mobilization for total war, bringing the city’s few manufacturing plants and the 
remaining furniture industries to full employment. This increase in industrial jobs pulled the 
remaining European immigrants out of the fields and Mexicans and Puerto Ricans replaced 
them during the war. Latinos, and African Americans who were also arriving in Northern 
cities, were also able to secure some of their own positions in the war industry, and many 
more landed those positions after the war was over. To be certain, there were gendered 
layers to this labor migration. While virtually all members of a family worked on a field, Latino 
men usually took industrial jobs once available.

For Mexican Americans, those industrial jobs played an important role in moving people 
off of the fields – even if only temporarily. For example, Daniel Vargas became an acid pourer 
at the JC Miller Company, which made and sold welding equipment during the war.31 While 
with that company, Vargas said that JC Miller himself asked him to recruit more people from 
Texas to work at his company. on behalf of his employer, Vargas traveled to Texas and brought 
back his brother and 20 other Mexican men to work at the plant.32 This type of direct 
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recruitment was common and in combination with chain migration, Mexican Americans 
found their way directly to West Michigan. While some came to first work on fields, they also 
later became dye casters, sanders, machine operators, and general laborers for Kent Castings, 
American Seating Company, Mueller Furniture Company, Grand Rapids brass Company, and 
American Excelsior, among others.33

Industrial work, while it paid more than harvesting, did not always provide consistent 
employment. Instead, in response to yearly layoffs, some family members planned to split 
their time in Grand Rapids and the surrounding areas. For example, Miguel Navarro, a 
Mercedes, Texas native, worked for the railroads in West Michigan, but in the summer he 
and his wife Isabel, traveled to farming towns like Hart, Montague, and Whitehall in northwest 
Michigan to harvest celery, lettuce, and beets.34 The proximity of the fields allowed for this 
to happen with ease.

As Mexican migrants attempted to make industrial work their primary source of income, 
Puerto Ricans filled the resulting agricultural labor shortages in the late 1940s. They joined 
Mexican nationals and some Mexican Americans in West Michigan on fields and manufac-
turing factories. For example Juan báez, who arrived in Grand Rapids in the early 1950s, came 
through this route. His friends and brothers, Juan and Rafael Pérez, asked him to join them 
in Saginaw, Michigan in 1948.35 The three bachelors arrived just two years before a large, 
planned migration of Puerto Ricans landed in Saginaw. In March of 1950, Michigan sugar 
beet companies solicited Puerto Rican men to alleviate their severe work shortage. The Farm 
Labor placement program sent 5000 Puerto Ricans men to over 50 locations in the state.36 
About 50% of them worked in places near Saginaw in Eastern Michigan, including small 
towns like Pigeon, Hope, Kingston, Palgrove, and Gagetown. Almost a fourth of all workers 
went to towns with less than 200 people or areas that were unincorporated territories of 
counties. Small and mid-sized towns alike introduced challenges for these all male work 
crews. Matías Cabán, one of these contracted employees, wrote to inform the governor of 
Puerto Rico that his employer in Pigeon, Michigan ran out of work for them to do and thus 
ceased payments.37 While the governor suggested Cabán and his compatriots find work on 
other farms, many Puerto Ricans sought out areas where they could find industrial work or 
a way to combine employment in both areas.

The Migration Division of Puerto Rico’s Department of Labor also facilitated migration to 
Michigan in a variety of sectors. In 1947, the New york office of the Migration Division opened 
to the public. Historian Virginia Sánchez-Korrol aptly describes their ‘primary responsibilities 
…[as] organizing and monitoring of the general migratory stream from Puerto Rico, including 
seasonal agricultural migration.’38 The Migration Division worked with the United States 
Employment Services and the Puerto Rican government to identify industries in need of 
workers and workers in need of jobs.39 Less than a year later, Chicago opened up its own 
office of the Migration Division.40 While more Divisions opened in East coast cities, reports 
from Chicago and eventually from a Cleveland office noted that there was a small Puerto 
Rican population in Grand Rapids and nearby cities like Lansing and Kalamazoo. The Division 
encouraged people to settle in those areas.41

Many of the Puerto Ricans who arrived in West Michigan via the Migration Division lived 
in rural Michigan before moving to the city. The small Puerto Rican population in Lake odessa, 
Michigan in the 1950s reflected this trend. After leaving fields in Saginaw and Edmore, 
Michigan, Juan báez and Juan and Rafael Pérez arrived in the small farming town thirty-five 
miles east of Grand Rapids.42 Puerto Ricans in Edmore experienced poor conditions as evident 
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by the letters they wrote to the Migration Division and Governor Luís Muñoz Marín about 
the pay and living conditions.43 Lake odessa, however, proved to be a place of steady employ-
ment and fair treatment. Tejanos, Mexican Americans from Texas had settled in the area 
during World War II. They joined interned Japanese Americans, Jamaicans, and southern 
migrants both in the fields and at the Lake odessa Canning Company, supplying food for 
the war.44 Within a few short years, a small and relatively stable Puerto Rican population 
emerged in Lake odessa.

It is unclear how Nicolas Escribano, a Puerto Rican man, found his way to Lake odessa, 
but when báez and the Pérez brothers arrived, he was already living there. In fact, by 1951, 
according to a Pan American passenger manifest, Escribano engaged in circular migration, 
traveling back and forth from Lake odessa to New york to San Juan in the early 1950s.45 His 
cousin moved to New york City in the mid-1940s, other family members still lived on the 
island, and he maintained seasonal employment in Lake odessa. With his extended network 
and affordable plane tickets, Escribano lived in both urban and rural areas to meet his finan-
cial needs. He likely engaged in this type of migration to preserve a connection to Puerto 
Rican culture that was not possible quite yet in West Michigan. Not all migrants had those 
networks available or the means to be mobile, however. by 1955 farm work alone could not 
support these workers as many of their families eventually joined them in Michigan.

by the 1950s, Grand Rapids had changed dramatically in its demographic composition. 
Seeking an escape from dire economic situations and discriminatory treatment, Latinos and 
African Americans sought out West Michigan and other northern cities for job opportunities. 
In 1940, Kent County, the county in which Grand Rapids is situated, had about 2800 African 
Americans. by 1960, the black population had increased to 14,630.46 Likewise, the Mexican 
and Mexican American population increased exponentially during the war years. Though 
there were probably more, in 1940 the U.S. census only recorded only six Mexican families 
living in Grand Rapids.47 by 1945, the Diocese of Grand Rapids estimated that there were 
‘100 families or 500 individuals’ living there. In 1950, the diocese estimated there were about 
235 Mexican families in the city.48 About 10 Puerto Rican families had trickled in by 1950 
and exponentially more by the 1960s.

Part of this demographic shift also included the hardening of the local racial hierarchy. 
Through federal policies in housing and war participation, Europeans succeeded in their 
quest for assimilation and ultimately secured their place as whites.49 Though many Europeans 
entered the country in a higher position on the racial hierarchy than African Americans and 
Latinos upon their arrival, it was not until World War II when the emphasis of their identity 
was no longer on their ethnic or national origins.50 For Latinos, however, their positions as 
ambiguously brown newcomers marked them as foreign and ultimately non-white. 
opportunities for quality housing, education, and jobs privileged white residents, while 
marginalizing blacks, Mexicans, and Puerto Ricans.

Despite the prevailing racial attitudes, staying in Grand Rapids offered Mexicans and 
Puerto Ricans a variety of work opportunities and what they deemed a safe environment 
for their children. In this early 1950s and 1960s period, Latinos built strong networks with 
one another that helped them make new lives in West Michigan. Sara and Lorenzo Ramirez, 
a Puerto Rican couple, decided to settle in Grand Rapids, after briefly living in New york. 
After Lorenzo walked off of his Farm Labor Placement job in 1951 in Edmore, Michigan, a 
friend he made on the fields, Rafael Amador, helped him find a job in Grand Rapids. After 
marrying and spending a couple years in the area, his wife missed her family and they moved 
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to New york to be closer to them. Just two years later, after concerns over his growing chil-
dren’s contact with gangs, the family returned to Michigan.51 other Latinos also saw Grand 
Rapids as a place for opportunities. The possibility of upward mobility drove Daniel Vargas 
and his wife Guadalupe out of Texas. They worried about the future their son, Magdeleno, 
would have if he stayed in south Texas in the 1940s. The subtle forms of discrimination they 
faced in the Midwest seemed to pale in comparison to the more overt racism they faced in 
Texas. In placing people in Grand Rapids or areas near it, the Migration Division showed 
Puerto Ricans an alternative to living in the nation’s largest urban centers. once settled in 
the area, Latinos found ways to survive economically, socially, and culturally.

Women and children’s expendable and flexible labor

Though many of them hoped that settling in Grand Rapids meant that their days on the 
fields were over, some families quickly learned that their industrial jobs, while an improve-
ment from picking, could not sustain them financially. oral histories reveal that agriculture 
provided work for Mexican Americans and Puerto Ricans even if they held other jobs in 
manufacturing and railroads. These arrangements also elucidate the gendered arrangements 
within families as women and children held important roles in their family economies.52 
Moreover, employers reserved certain types of work for Latinos and in particular, Latinas, 
revealing the legacies of racialized and gendered segmentation of labor.

In some families, every person held a responsibility to financially contribute. Parents used 
school breaks as a way to make up for economic shortfalls. Rafael Hernandez, whose Mexican 
mother and Puerto Rican father met on fields in Lake odessa, recalled that he and his 
extended family traveled to surrounding areas during summer breaks. The Fernández family, 
who also owned a bar, took their oldest five children to the farms when they realized their 
regular income was not going to be enough to support all 12 members of their immediate 
family. This type of mixed sector work not only shows how Latinos made a living in West 
Michigan, but it also highlights the role that families, especially wives and children, play in 
ensuring their economic survival.

José Flores’ mother ensured that her family utilized school breaks as effectively as they 
could. He recalled how accessible the fields were for the Flores matriarch and her children. 
Primarily, they already had a familiarity with the area. They arrived via the migrant stream 
in the early 1960s from Texas and maintained connections with local farmers. He also recalled 
that to get to Hudsonville, a rural area close to Grand Rapids, ‘that was a very short commute,’ 
allowing them to work on the fields and then drive to their home in Grand Rapids the same 
day. For other trips, the family ventured about forty-five miles away and spent the summer 
in areas like Lakeview and Edmore, Michigan. Though some years they would find themselves 
working along relatives from Texas who had migrated north from the season, it was usually 
just José, his siblings, and their mother. He recalled,

my mom would make sure we got out there … we had goals, how many rows we would do 
before 9 or before 11. [She brought] … water, for washing our hands and for our basic cleanliness, 
[because there] were no restroom facilities … My mom had it all planned out–from how much 
we were going to need for our school clothes…

She utilized every member of the family to achieve that end. José recalled the family motto 
as ‘if you’re old enough to walk our old enough to pick.’ As a wife and mother, Rosa Flores, 
took on the responsibility for the short and long-term economic planning for her family. Her 
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precise calculations meant the family could afford the basic necessities of clothes, food, and 
housing, without having to leave West Michigan.

This type of work and movement between the city and countryside took a toll on these 
young people. Lila Paiz García’s experiences with dilapidated farm housing in Grant and an 
education system that did not meet her needs as an English language learner in Grand 
Rapids, led her to leave school all together at 16 years of age. Experiencing poverty in both 
cities and farms in the 1960s made her feel that she did not have many options.53 As a middle 
school aged boy, José Flores recalled that while other people were taking trips for their 
summer break, he and his family ‘were vacationing in the fields.’ His time away from Grand 
Rapids consisted of wearing holes into his blue jeans and walking around with blue hands, 
stained from blueberries. Disillusioned with his own academic experiences and early working 
life, he later became a teacher and activist for Latinos in West Michigan. While both Lila and 
José understood how necessary the work they did with their family was, these experiences 
drastically influenced their lives.54

While youth played an important role in contributing to their families, it was women who 
organized this arrangement. In the 1960s, it was often women who took on the role of the 
mobile, expendable worker. After their time in the fields was done and their children returned 
to school, they sought out higher paying work than what they had access to as temporary 
agricultural workers. Many of them found openings in the commercial nursery industry. Lila 
Paiz Garcia eventually did. First, however, in a desperate attempt to find higher paying work, 
at 14 years old she lied about her age and obtained employment at a factory. While there 
were some other women working there, they were all over 16. Within months she was found 
out and began her job search again. She knew that Molesta Floral, a family-owned commer-
cial nursery, would be one of the next places she would seek out. The heavy presence of 
Spanish-speaking women in those positions led her to believe she could get hired there. 
Lila noted the gender and racial dynamics of her employer: white women and men only 
worked in the front of the shop; a few Mexican men worked in the back packing flowers; 
and Mexican and Puerto Rican women made up the majority of manual labor in this oper-
ation. In this type of work, she took delicate care of the flowers similar to the way she would 
care for produce on the farms in rural West Michigan and she also engaged in a routinized 
packing process, similar to both farm labor and her job at a manufacturing plant.55 This 
nursery in Grand Rapids allowed Lila and others to contribute to the financial interdepend-
ence their families practiced.

other nurseries, however, were located outside of Grand Rapids’ city limits, leading women 
to travel to rural areas. After moving to Grand Rapids with her husband from Florida, Luz 
María zambrana sought out other Puerto Ricans in her neighborhood to help her get 
adjusted to the area. A friend, Luisa Fernández, who had worked outside of her home since 
the 1950s, recommended a position at her job. Together they worked at a commercial nursery 
in nearby borculo, a small farming town near other agricultural areas like zeeland and 
Holland, Michigan. With a couple more Latinas, Luz and Luisa traveled the thirty minutes to 
work together. However, since most families only had one vehicle and many of the women 
did not have licenses, their husbands took turns driving them.56 The smaller size of Grand 
Rapids allowed Mexicans and Puerto Ricans to find creative ways to maintain themselves 
economically. Moreover, with men working relatively stable jobs in manufacturing, women 
worked together to find ways to support their families by effectively using the space around 
them.
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Meeting their leisure and recreational needs

boundaries between urban and rural space did not mean much for the social geography 
Latinos created. Recreational needs motivated the movement of people back and forth from 
the city to the rural areas as early as the 1940s. After World War II, Mexicans in Grand Rapids 
formed a baseball team to participate in a ‘Mexican league’ that played against other Spanish-
speaking men in west and central Michigan. Grand Rapids had all-white women’s and men’s 
baseball leagues, and a Negro league in the first half of the twentieth century. Without access 
to those teams, many members of the Spanish-speaking community met at Rumsey Park, 
on the Southwest side of Grand Rapids and had to not only form their own team, but also 
seek out teams to play against.57 Grand Rapids’ Latino team often traveled to Grant, Michigan 
for example. This agricultural area was home to less than 500 people, but they had a sizeable 
Mexican American population that was present for the summers at the very least. María 
Aguilar, who arrived in Grand Rapids in the late 1940s with her family from Texas, remem-
bered watching her brothers and in-laws play together and travel together to games. Even 
when Puerto Ricans joined them in the 1950s and their team grew, they still did not have 
enough people to form their own leagues until the 1960s. Until then, the team continued 
to travel around Michigan. For Latinos, this pastime connected them to other Spanish-
speaking people and other areas outside of Grand Rapids.

Pool halls, dances, and movies also encouraged Latinos to travel for recreation. As a small, 
majority white city, Grand Rapids did not always offer its Spanish-speaking residents many 
culturally relevant opportunities for leisure. In some cases, Latinos were outright excluded 
from particular venues. In one instance, the Moose Lodge, a fraternal organization, denied 
Miguel Navarro membership solely due to his Mexican heritage.58 While other occasions 
were not always reported, for Latinos living in this area, they found it more feasible to create 
their own establishments rather than gain entry into white-dominated spaces. on the other 
hand, rural areas, while some had communities of Latinos, might not have had the venues 
available to support their desired social activities.

This amounted to movement between places so people could find enjoyment in their 
lives. For example, Abrán Martínez relocated from Puerto Rico to Holland, Michigan after his 
brother had first found work there.59 After working long hours picking strawberries and 
blueberries, Abrán often traveled the thirty miles to Grand Rapids. While Holland had a 
sizeable Latino population, Grand Rapids’ offered him the chance to visit with other Puerto 
Ricans at a local pool hall in a Latino neighborhood in Grand Rapids. After hanging out with 
friends, he would return to Holland. Grand Rapids also offered a movie theater that regularly 
played Spanish language films, likely drawing people in from surrounding areas.60

In contrast, Lila Paiz Garcia often sought out rural areas for her entertainment. While she 
was a teenager in Grand Rapids, she would visit her sister in Grant and attend dances hosted 
in the area. Though community members often organized dances in Grand Rapids, they 
often arranged for local family bands to play. The Mexican American community in Grant, 
most of whom were from Texas, pooled their resources to bring Tejano bands from home. 
With a larger proportion of Mexican Americans from Texas in Grand Rapids, it is likely that 
Lila was not the only person that headed to Grant or other areas for a dance.

other families also moved between the rural periphery and urban center for their religious 
needs. In many small towns around Michigan, small Catholic Churches existed in the early 
1940s and 1950s. In some areas, however, there were neither Spanish masses nor a large 
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congregation of Latinos, causing some people to come to the city for their sacraments. 
Evidence of these migration and settlement patterns appear in baptismal records in the late 
1940s and early 1950s. The priest at St. Andrew’s Cathedral in Grand Rapids baptized many 
Mexican American children born in rural Michigan in towns such as Freemont, Cedar Springs, 
zeeland, and Lakeview, all of which were twenty to fifty miles away.61 one of these children, 
Carlos Mancha, born to Tejano parents in 1951 thirty miles away in Grant, Michigan, was 
baptized in Grand Rapids in 1952.62 The Mancha family, however, did not stay in Grand Rapids, 
but instead returned to Grant as they aged.63 other evidence that shows Latinos moved 
throughout varying spaces for their religious needs. For example, though the Aguilar family 
lived in Hudsonville, they made the thirteen-mile trip from the farm they worked on to the 
Cathedral of St. Andrew’s in Grand Rapids every Sunday. The family arrived in Grand Rapids 
in 1948 after the family’s patriarch found a winter job in Grand Rapids.64 Though they even-
tually decided to move to Grand Rapids, it was only after the diocese offered Aguilar’s father 
a job as caretaker for the Latino church that recently formed. For the Aguilars and many 
other Latinos their mobility created opportunities for social interaction with one another 
and financial security.

Activism across boundaries

The community also had a long history of organizing, both formally and informally, for the 
needs of people in both rural and urban West Michigan. As early as the late 1930s, Mexican 
migrants set up the Sociedad Circulo Mutualista, a mutual aid society that helped to collect 
funds for emergencies and settling new migrants.65 While, the Mutualista was a very formal 
process for outreach, many of its members took on very personal roles in helping people. 
For example, Daniel Vargas, a Mexican man involved in the Mutualista, helped many of the 
Spanish-speaking people who came to the city in his own home. His daughter recalled, in 
the 1950s and 1960s ‘my dad would go out the camps all the times [and] when the families 
would come into Grand Rapids. … I remember as a child my house was always full with all 
the families.’66 She also remembered the role her mother, Guadalupe, played in collecting 
the clothes her children had grown out of and those of her friends for donation to these 
new families.67 In reflecting on her husband’s role, Guadalupe recalled,

Daniel andaba con la iglesia y la iglsia católica le daba much en esos tiempos …. colectamos la 
ropa. Había un lugar, una panaderia, que le daban pan, y todo eso le daban a la gente que no tenía.

[Daniel was involved with the Catholic Church  …  and the church gave a lot to us in those 
times … we collected clothes. There was a bakery that used to give us bread. We gave all that 
to the people who did not have anything].68

Through Vargas’ work on the fields, when migrants would come into the city, they could 
count on shelter, clothing, and food that his wife and family supplied.

With a continuous influx of people moving from urban to rural areas, Latinos based in 
Grand Rapids used all of the resources available to them to help people survive in Michigan. 
Luisa Fernández and her family routinely opened their homes in a similar fashion, to the 
Puerto Ricans who arrived in Grand Rapids.69 Her children recalled her making large pots of 
rice for the various visitors that came through their home. Many of the Latinos living in Grand 
Rapids had just recently come off of the fields themselves, leaving the struggles of migratory 
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and rural work fresh in their minds. When some of those families looked to settle out, they 
utilized both familial and fictive kinship networks to help them in getting off of the fields.

As the community grew in the late 1940s, Daniel Vargas and other Mexican Americans 
created the Mexican Patriotic Committee. Part of the goals of the organization included 
celebrating and retaining Mexican culture and continuing to help Mexicans settle in Grand 
Rapids. While it was named for the larger Mexican population, Puerto Ricans participated 
and served in leadership positions since the 1940s. During that same period, the community 
combined cultural celebrations and fundraising efforts for farm working families. For cele-
brations of Mexican Independence or the Feast of our Lady of Guadalupe, the community 
would hold dances and sell tickets. They also instituted a ‘queen of the festival’ contest, in 
which teenage girls would compete for the title of queen of the festival. Whoever sold the 
most tickets would win the title, while the profits from the contest and dances went to aid 
Latino migrants to the area. Latinos in urban Grand Rapids did not forget about their family 
and friends on the fields.

by the late 1960s and early 1970s, however, both rural and urban areas in West Michigan 
dealt with high poverty rates and an increasing population. The Holland United Migrants 
for opportunity office estimated that over 50,000 people worked temporarily on Michigan 
fields in 1971.70 In Grand Rapids, Puerto Ricans coming from rural areas on the island, Mexican 
and Mexican American migrants, and Cuban refugees were all arriving during this time 
period. In 1968 there were about 7000 Latinos in West Michigan and just four short years 
later, the population reached about 11,000.71 The rapid growth in the population and the 
beginning of deindustrialization in Grand Rapids meant that Latinos who arrived in the 1970s 
did not face the same economic dynamics their forebears found in the late 1940s and early 
1950s. The dire position of so many of Latinos motivated them to organize against the eco-
nomic and social marginalization they faced.

Federal government officials reacted to activism opposing this discrimination with the 
creation of several programs that constituted the War on Poverty, President Lyndon b. 
Johnson's initiative to eliminate socioeconomic inequality. one of these programs gave the 
Latino community funds to address the issues they faced in Grand Rapids. originally called 
the Demonstration Cities and Metropolitan Development Act of 1966, the Model Cities pro-
gram aimed to address poverty and crisis in the inner cities. by the 1970s, Grand Rapids, 
though a much smaller metropolis than Chicago or Detroit, had experienced much of the 
same issues these places had, including a riot, failing public schools, and rapid deindustri-
alization. The Model Cities program focused on allowing poor people a voice in deciding 
how their city should address their needs. When Latinos accessed Model City funds, in the 
1970s they used their voice not to just address the needs of Latinos in cities as the program 
was designed for, but also to aid migrants who lived and worked rural areas.72

Throughout the 1960s, Latinos continued to host events and conduct their own fund-
raisers to help Spanish-speaking people across West Michigan, but it became abundantly 
clear that the community alone could not solve the devastating poverty they faced. According 
to the 1970 census, half of families lived below poverty and one-third did not have a job on 
the Southwest side, the area where many Latinos settled.73 Likewise, about 10% of the fam-
ilies in the rural areas of Kent County in which Grand Rapids, lived in poverty.74 During the 
1960s, the War on Poverty aimed to address issues inner cities faced including access to jobs, 
fair housing, and education. Similar concerns also surfaced for migrant workers in large part 
due to the activism of Cesar Chavez, Dolores Huerta, and the United Farm Workers (UFW) in 
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California and the work Midwest labor organizers did on behalf of those migrants in the 
region.75

Activists in Michigan, however, did not view labor issues in California and Michigan 
as exactly the same. Roy Fuentes, director of the Northern Michigan region of the 
Michigan Civil Rights Commission, drew stark contrasts in the different geographical 
and cultural contexts. ‘The culture in the southwest is less alien to the migrant, and the 
numbers are more substantial,’ he wrote about the limitations of activism for farmworkers 
in Michigan. Despite not having a large Latino population in Michigan, in a 1968 report, 
Fuentes’ argued that these ‘factors do not minimize the need for the eradication of such 
gross injustices by those institutions which are Michigan based and financed.’76 It is 
important to underscore that in a smaller urban area like West Michigan due to spatial 
proximity, the issues that plagued laborers existed both on the fields and in the urban 
center.

Fuentes also believed in an interconnectedness within Latinos in urban and rural areas. 
He urged readers of his report to remember the vulnerable position of those working and 
living in desolate conditions on farms and added that there was also a ‘systematic exploita-
tion and exclusion of [those Latinos] who have only recently escaped into an urban margin-
ality.’ Moreover, he called for unity among Latinos living in both urban and rural spaces. He 
passionately pointed out ‘urban Latins will not rest until their brother in the field receives 
better treatment.’ 77 This call resonated with Latinos in Grand Rapids. For some of them, quite 
literally, their brothers were in the fields while they worked at industrial jobs. It could also 
have just as feasibly been the wives and children of those ‘urban Latins’ who were toiling in 
agricultural work.

on a local level, activist Daniel Vargas understood the particular challenges Latinos faced 
when they tried to stay in urban centers after migrant work. In his positions as the first and 
only Latino member of the Human Relations Commission of Grand Rapids and as a part of 
the Governor’s Committee on Migrant Workers in 1965, he penned a report detailing the 
challenges Latinos in Grand Rapids, Michigan.78 The HRC, a commission charged with ‘fos-
tering mutual understanding and respect among all racial, religious and nationality groups,’ 
worked specifically with issues related to the onset of the urban crisis including equal access 
to quality education, jobs, housing, and police brutality, while the latter committee dealt 
specifically with migrant workers.79 For Vargas, a Mexican American man and former farm 
worker who migrated from Texas in the early 1940s, his concern for Latinos in the state of 
Michigan pertained to both urban and rural areas. His membership on both committees 
reflected that position.

To address these issues, the city of Grand Rapids applied for War on Poverty funds to 
address urban blight and the state government commissioned several task forces to inves-
tigate the conditions migrant farm labor faced at the behest of farmworker advocates.80 
While urban workers faced the realities of deindustrialization, the mechanization of farm 
work created continuous problems for rural workers. According to Fuentes’ 1969 report, 
mechanization would ‘reduce the migrant labor force by 47% over the next 10 years. This 
could mean that 42,300 more poor people will move into Michigan cities.’81 This prediction 
emphasized the related nature of both industry and agricultural for Latin/os who made up 
the majority of rural workers. Daniel Vargas recognized this connection and took up both 
causes in an effort to help Latinos in the region advance socially and economically. To address 
these issues, however, activists needed an innovative approach. In the context of Michigan, 
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wherein there was not a large presence of Latinos to carryout large-scale demonstrations 
so prevalent in California or Texas, organizing would have to happen differently. In West 
Michigan, the conditions necessitated a more institutionalized activism that utilized federal 
funds to help people across spatial contexts.

In 1971, the Latin American Council, a grassroots organization formed in 1968, agreed to 
become an official Model Cities program and accepted funds to run their operations. The 
lack of Spanish-speaking employees at any of the city’s social service agencies drove Latinos 
to organize for their needs. When they first started, the LAC operated on a volunteer basis 
and aided residents in accessing social services, locating employment, and providing cultural 
programming. The availability of federal funding opened up the possibility to expand their 
operations. Some in the community were wary of any level of government intervention even 
if it came in the form of funding. Despite their hesitations, however, the LAC accepted the 
funds and thus institutionalized the methods of organizing they had been employing since 
they arrived. Due to their new, expanded budget, the Council hired a staff and appointed a 
board of directors. In addition, their programs and the amount of people they helped grew 
exponentially.

The LAC quickly became the center for organizing and cultural retention for Latinos in 
Grand Rapids. Various reports from the LAC point to an organization that saw urban crisis 
as just part of the problems they addressed. They used funds designed to stop urban blight 
to help rural Latino migrations. The LAC openly argued for more funds because of the pop-
ulation they served. Part of accepting the Model Cities funds included a stipulation that the 
programming would target area an urban city. They explained that Latinos did not just live 
in Grand Rapids, but rather throughout Kent County in rural areas and their mobility made 
their target area and specific population difficult to define. They often found that the number 
of people they assisted fluctuated from 200 to 400 people a month depending on the sea-
son.82 Moreover, migrant workers from the surrounding areas, who might not have held a 
permanent residence in Grand Rapids, sought out the LAC to utilize the food pantry, clothing 
donations, and in many cases, a lead for a job that would take them off of the migrant 
circuit.

In some cases, particular incidents in rural areas directly affected the way the Latin 
American Council operated. For example, a late spring frost in May of 1972 destroyed West 
Michigan’s blueberry crop, displacing 3000 migrant laborers. While some of them sought 
out the United Migrant opportunity Initiative, others temporarily relocated to the Model 
Cities’ neighborhood in Grand Rapids and sought services from the Model Cities program 
and the Latin American Council.83 They crafted their programming to serve Latinos who 
lived in Grand Rapids for a long period of time, those migrant workers who were only in the 
area temporarily, and those who were living and working in nearby rural areas.

In approaching their community’s issues in this multifaceted way, the Latin American 
Council and its staff reframed what were the most pressing issues that those in poverty faced 
and how to address them. In addition to this position, the LAC, like other community organ-
izations across the country, also openly supported the United Farm Workers. In a 1973 press 
release, the LAC board of Directors wrote they had voted to support the UFW. The boD 
stated, ‘we are pledged to do all in our power to help the United Farm Workers obtain just 
contracts for our people.’84 The LAC also supported efforts of the United Migrants for 
opportunity. In Michigan, this organization concentrated their efforts in helping migrant 
workers, exclusively.85 With organizations working directly to address migrants, the LAC 
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found ways to complement them. While the War on Poverty programs the LAC used were 
not designed to address rural poverty directly, the LAC expanded the model to fit their 
constituents’ needs. This strategic decision reflected this community’s long history of living 
and working in between and among the boundaries of urban and rural space.

Conclusion

For Latinos in West Michigan, the conditions they faced were not relegated to solely urban 
areas and industrial work or agricultural areas and rural work. Rather, Latinos moved fluidly 
between these spaces. The decision to do that and the process of moving between sectors, 
however, were not done lightly. Fuentes, Michigan Civil Rights Commissioner, remarked 
‘those who have broken away from the migrant stream have done so with tremendous 
courage.’86 From Lila Paiz Garcia’s story we also understand that these movements for labor 
were also out of desperation. During her teenage years, her life was never fully supplanted 
in one area – urban or rural – or another. With some of her family living in Grant and others 
in Grand Rapids, she moved between these spaces to meet all of her needs. Whether it was 
dancing at a baile in the countryside or lying about her age to work at a manufacturing plant, 
she utilized every space at her disposable to make a life of her own in Grand Rapids. When 
she finally left Grand Rapids, it was only because the high paying, industrial job she longed 
for throughout her childhood and teenage years had finally opened up. As a newlywed in 
her early twenties, she and her husband landed jobs in nearby Lansing, Michigan at a General 
Motors plant. The road to that coveted position was not easy, but necessary.

Like Lila, Latinos in West Michigan found ways to make this region their home. They sought 
out dances and pool halls and Catholic Churches for sacraments in order to construct a safe 
environment in an unwelcoming area. Latino leaders are remembered for their efforts in 
pioneering those Latino centered activities. Activists within the Latin American Council found 
a way to direct War on Poverty funds through the Model Cities to help Latinos in both urban 
and rural areas, though the program was for aiding cities. In examining Latinos mobility in 
these spaces, we see that their lived experiences were not confined within one labor sector 
or geographical area, thus neither were their recreational activities and activism.

As Latinos move into the South and other regions where they have not traditionally lived, 
researchers can look to the Midwest and Grand Rapids to understand their experiences in 
a place wherein they are not the majority and live as marginalized peoples in their economies. 
Researchers might find that while the availability of jobs for men drives labor migration, 
women play equally important roles through their economic planning and contributions. 
They might also look to the recreational activities that these laborers engage in to better 
understand how they utilize space to fulfill their social needs. Taking into account this history 
of West Michigan, future projects should reexamine the traditional boundaries of study to 
better match the lived experiences of people who combine multi-sector work in an 
ever-changing economy.
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